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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces SetUp, a theoretical and applied framework
for the management of RDF/S database evolution on the basis of
graph rewriting rules. Rewriting rules formalize instance or schema
changes, ensuring graph’s consistency with respect to given constraints. Constraints considered in this paper are a well known
variant of RDF/S semantic, but the approach can be adapted to
user-defined constraints. Furthermore, SetUp manages updates by
ensuring rule applicability through the generation of side-effects:
new updates which guarantee that rule application conditions hold.
We provide herein formal validation and experimental evaluation
of SetUp.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Graph-based database models; •
Theory of computation → Rewrite systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Graph rewriting concerns the technique of transforming a graph.
It is thus natural to conceive its application in the evolution of
graph databases. This paper shows the utility of this formal tool
into a practical and useful application, by proposing a framework
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which ensures the consistent evolution of RDF (Resource Description Framework) databases. Indeed, being a graph database, RDF
management inspires the use of graph oriented tools.
Initially just a part of the semantic web stack, RDF is currently
largely used for representing high-quality connected data. “Representing data in RDF, in an integrated way, allows information to be
identified, disambiguated and interconnected by software agents
and various systems to read, analyze and act upon” [1]. Data should
above all else be usable and therefore satisfy the various semantics
and constraints requirement applications may have.
In the last decade, ontology-based systems have addressed knowledge representation by following the Open World Assumption
(OWA) semantics where a statement cannot be inferred as false on
the basis of failures to prove it. In this paper, we consider databases
satisfying integrity constraints (IC) and the Closed World Assumption (CWA) semantics. Indeed, the OWA is not adapted to datacentric applications needing complete and valid knowledge [36]. A
database where we want to ensure that every drug is associated to
a molecule should be considered inconsistent if the drug d has not
its associated molecule. Currently working in the pharmacology
domain, the following example illustrates our motivation.
Example 1.1 (Motivating Example.). Fig. 1 shows a complete RDF/S
graph database consistent w.r.t. to the RDF/S constraints. We are
concerned by the problem of updating this database, keeping it
consistent. Firstly, suppose an instance update: the insertion of ASA
(acide amino-salicylique) as a class instance of Molecule. How can
we guarantee that ASA will be also an instance of all the superclasses of Molecule? Then, consider a schema evolution: the insertion of provokeReaction as sub-property of HasConsequence. How
can we perform this change ensuring that provokeReaction will have
its domain and range as sub-classes of those of HasConsequence? □
This paper proposes SetUp (Schema Evolution Through UPdates),
a maintenance tool based on graph rewriting rules for RDF data
graph enriched with integrity constraints. Consistency is established according to the CWA semantics and ensures data quality
for querying systems requiring reliable information. Constraints
considered in this paper are those defining RDF/S semantics, but
the approach adapts to other constraints, in particular user-defined
ones. SetUp ensures sustainability since it offers the capability
of dealing with evolution of data instance and structure without
violating the semantics of the RDF model.
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SetUp summarized in two main steps
(1) Firstly we formalize updates as graph rewriting rules encompassing integrity constraints. An Update is a general term and can be
classified through two different aspects: on one hand, as insertions
or deletions and, on the other hand as instance or schema changes.
Each update is formalized by a graph rewriting rule whose application necessarily preserves the databases validity. To perform an
update, the applicability conditions of the corresponding rule are
automatically checked. When all conditions of a rule hold, the rule
is activated to produce a new graph which takes into account the
required update and is necessarily valid if the graph was valid prior
to the update. Graph rewriting rules ensure consistency preservation in design time – no further verification is needed in runtime.
(2) Secondly, if the applicability condition of a rule does not hold,
the update is rejected. SetUp provides the possibility to force its
(valid) application by performing side-effects. Indeed, in our method,
side-effects are new updates that should be performed to allow the
satisfaction of a rule’s condition. Side-effects are implemented by
procedures associated to an update type, and thus, to some rewriting rules. When an evolution is mandatory, we enforce database
evolution by performing side-effects (i.e., triggering other updates or
schema modifications which will render possible rule application).
SetUp’s main characteristics.
• SetUp main goal is to ensure validity when dealing with the
evolution of an RDF/S data graph which represents a set of RDF
(the instance) and RDFS (the schema) triples respecting semantic
constraints as defined in [9].
• SetUp deals with complete instances, i.e., constraint satisfaction
is obtained only when the required data is effectively stored in the
database.
• SetUp implements deterministic rules. Arbitrary choices have
been made when non-deterministic options are available.
• SetUp takes into account the user level. Only database administrators may require updates provoking schema changes.
Paper Organization. After some related work in Section 2, Section 3
sets up work context. Section 4 formalizes updates by rewriting
rules, Section 5 deals with side-effects and Section 6 shows our
experiments. Conclusions and perspectives are drawn in Section 7.

2

RELATED WORK

Consistent database updating has been considered in different contexts, always with two main goals: database evolution (by allowing
changes) and constraint satisfaction (by keeping consistency w.r.t.
the given rules). In this context, two aspects of our work can be
considered as particularly original: (i) the use of graph rewriting
techniques and (ii) the adoption of CWA with RDF data. Concerning the first aspect, to generalize and abstract consistent updating
methods, different works have used formalisms such as tree automata or grammars for XML ([28, 37] as surveys) or first order
logic for relational (such as [38]) and, currently, graph databases
(e.g., [7, 9, 15]).
In spite of the importance of graphs in RDF and ontology representation, the use of formal graph rewriting techniques to model
RDF evolutions is still mildly studied in this context. Formal graph
rewriting techniques are usually based on category theory, an abstract way to deal with different algebraic mathematical structures
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(here, the graphs) and the relationships between them. Algebraic approaches of graph rewriting allow a formal yet visual specification
of rule-based systems characterizing both the effect of transformations and the contexts in which they may be applied. Studying
the use of graph rewriting techniques to deal with graph models
is the kernel of our motivation. Few approaches relying on graph
rewriting to formalize ontology evolutions have already been propose [8, 25, 31]. They usually focus on formalization but do not
provide an implementation. To the best of our knowledge, only [24]
proposes an implementation of an approach where graph rewriting
is used to model ontology updates. Its objective is to tackle the evolution, alignment, and merging of OWL ontologies (see also [25])
with OWA under some consistency constraints. Nested and general
application conditions are not considered in [24], thus, constraints
relative to transitive properties are not tackled; their proposal cannot offer guarantees we can (e.g., the absence of cycles in subclass
relationships).
Concerning the second aspect, since RDF data, in the web semantic world, is usually associated to the OWA, having CWA as
the basis of our RDF database maintenance may be seen as atypical.
In this paper, the goal is to use RDF to represent connected data in
a data-centered application. We intend to present a general method
which apply to any graph databases where consistency has to be
preserved. Thus, here, RDF is one possible graph data model. In
this context it is worth mentioning, that work such as [4, 33, 36]
brings back IC and CWA to the OWL world (sometimes through a
hybrid approach), stressing the importance of our proposal.
Now, to position our work in regards to other updating approaches, the following points deserve attention. Differences between update and revision are usually considered (we refer to [17]
for an overview). These differences are the consequence of different
views of the problem and influence the semantic of changes of each
particular proposal. As in [7, 15], we consider updates as changes in
the world rather than as a revision in our knowledge of the world
([17, 18]). In such update context, the chase procedure is usually associated to the generation of side-effects imposing extra insertions
or deletions (w.r.t. those required by the user) to preserve consistency. Clearly, constraints are expected not only to be inherently
consistent (e.g., a set of constraints generating contradictory side
effects for the same update u is not acceptable) but also to avoid
contradicting the original intention of the user’s update. The theory
of consistency enforcement in databases has been the subject of,
for instance, [21, 22]. In this paper, we only deal RDF/S constraints
whose consistency is ensured; but our approach could be extended
to deal with user-defined constraints.
Several recent works focus on consistent graph databases. The
approach in [26] differs from ours, by proposing a semantic measure based on the difference between original and updated RDF
sub-graph. Both [7, 10] consider RDF updating methods, but the former goes deeper in the study of null values. A parallel can be done
between saturation in [10], the chase in [7, 9, 15] and SetUp. Authors
in [7, 9, 10, 15] offer home-made procedures to implement their
methods: [10] deals only with the RDF instance constraints (Fig. 2);
in [7, 9], constraints are user’s tuple-generating-dependencies. Incomplete information and updates are the focus of [7, 15]. Schema
evolution is mentioned in [9, 10]. More expressive constraints represent a barrier to the update determinism: guarantee in [16] due
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and E are edges having type in {Dom, Rnд, PSub, CSub, CI, PI }. The
notation D/G designates these two formats of a database.
□

Figure 1: RDF schema and instance.

to simple rules and in [9] due to a total ordering (which may be
considered similar to the priority method in this paper).
Our RDF update strategy is different from proposals such as [3,
12] where constraints are just inference rules in OWA. Although
some RDF technologies such as ShEx [34], SPIN [19], and SHACL [20]
already take constraints into account, the originality of SetUp is
in relying on well-studied graph rewriting techniques to ensure
database consistent evolution, providing a useful and modern application for these formal tools. SetUp represents a test-bed for new
database applications on the basis of graph rewriting.

3

Fig. 1 shows an RDF instance and schema as a typed graph whose
specifications are available in [6]1 . The schema specifies that Has
Consequence is a property having class Drug as its domain and
the class Effect as its range. Property Produces is a sub-property
of Has Consequence while PosEffect is a sub-class of Effect. Class
“rdfs:Resource" symbolizes the root of an RDF class hierarchy. The
instance is represented by individuals which are elements of a class
(e.g., APAP is an instance of class Mollecule) and their relationships
(e.g., the property instance Produces, between APAP and Fever − ).
The logical representation of this database is a set of facts. For
instance facts such as CL(Drug) or CSub(Drug, rdfs:Resource) are
for the schema description and Ind(Saccharose) or CI(Saccharose,
Excipient) are for the instance description. Constraints presented
in [9] are those in Fig. 2 which is borrowed from [16]. We recall
from [9] that these constraints capture the RDF/S semantics and
the restrictions imposed by [30] whose model’s goal is to provide
sound and complete algorithm for RDF/S query containment and
minimization. That model imposes a semantics having characteristics such as: role distinction between types (classes, properties
and individuals), unique domains and ranges for properties and
no cycles in subsumptions. These constraints (that we denote by
C ) are the basis of our RDF semantics. For instance, the schema
constraint (20) establishes transitivity between sub-properties and
the instance constraint (27) ensures this transitivity on instances
of a property (if z is a sub-property of w, all z’s instances are property instances of w). We are interested in database that satisfy all
constraints in C .
Definition 3.2 (Consistent database (D, C )). A database D is consistent if it satisfies all constraints in C (i.e., in this paper, those in
Fig. 2).
□

RDF DATABASES AND UPDATES

A collection of RDF statements intrinsically represents a typed
attributed directed multi-graph, making the RDF model suited to
certain kinds of knowledge representation [2]. Constraints on RDF
facts can be expressed in RDFS (Resource Description Framework
Schema), the schema language of RDF.
In [9] we find a set of logical rules expressing the semantics of
RDF/S (rules concerning RDF or RDFS) models. Let AC and AV be
disjoint countably infinite sets of constants and variables, respectively. A term is a constant or a variable. Predicates are classified
into two sets: (i) SchPred = {CL, Pr, CSub, Psub, Dom, Rnд}, used
to define the database schema, standing respectively for classes,
properties, sub-classes, sub-properties, property domain and range,
and (ii) InstPred = {CI, PI , Ind }, used to define the database instance, standing respectively for class and property instances and
individuals. An atom has the form P(u), where P is a predicate, and
u is a list of terms. When all the terms of an atom are in AC , we
have a fact.
Definition 3.1 (Database). An RDF database D is a set of facts
composed by two subsets: the database instance D I (facts with predicates in InstPred) and the database schema D S (facts with predicates in SchPred). We note G = (V, E) the typed graph that represents the same database. V are nodes with type in {CL, Pr, Ind, Lit }

As already mentioned, this paper adopts the closed world assumption (CWA) where constraints are not just inferences - they
impose data restrictions.
Definition 3.3 (Update). Let D/G be a database. An update U on
D is either (i) the insertion of a fact F in D (an insertion is denoted
by F ) or (ii) the removal of a fact F from D (a deletion is denoted
by ¬F ). To each update U corresponds a graph rewriting rule r .
An update F is intrinsically inconsistent if ∄D, F ∈ D ∧ (D, C ). An
update is consistent if it is not intrinsically inconsistent.
□
Updates can be classified according to the predicate of F , i.e., the
insertion (or the deletion) of a class, a class instance, a property, etc.
For each update type, a rewriting rule r describes when and how
to transform a graph database. This paper aims at proposing a set
of graph rewriting rules, denoted by R, which ensures consistent
transformations on G due to any atomic update U . The set R is
defined on the basis of C as illustrated in Fig. 3: on the logical
level, (D, C ) expresses consistent databases; on the data graph level,
(G, R) expresses graph evolution with rules in R encompassing
constraints from C . The idea is: given D/G for (D, C ) and update
1 Roughly, nodes and edges are typed (represented with a unique combination of shape

and color, e.g., an individual node is a blue oval) and attributed to indicate a name or
value when relevant.
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• Typing Constraints:
C L(x ) ⇒ U RI (x )
(1)
P r (x ) ⇒ U RI (x )
(2)
I nd (x ) ⇒ U RI (x )
(C L(x ) ∧ P r (x )) ⇒ ⊥
(4)
(C L(x ) ∧ I nd(x )) ⇒ ⊥
(5)
(P r (x ) ∧ I nd(x )) ⇒ ⊥
CSub(x, y) ⇒ C L(x ) ∧ C L(y)
(7)
P Sub(x, y) ⇒ P r (x ) ∧ P r (y)
(8)
Dom(x, y) ⇒ P r (x ) ∧ C L(y)
Rnд(x, y) ⇒ P r (x ) ∧ C L(y)
(10)
C I (x, y) ⇒ I nd(x ) ∧ C L(y)
(11)
C L(x ) ⇒ CSub(x, rdfs:Resource)
P I (x, y, z) ⇒ I nd(x ) ∧ I nd (y) ∧ P r (z)
I nd(x ) ⇒ C I (x, rdfs:Resource)
(13)
• Schema Constraints:
P r (x ) ⇒ (∃y, z)(Dom(x, y) ∧ Rnд(x, y))
(15)
((y , z) ∧ Dom(x, y) ∧ Dom(x, z)) ⇒ ⊥
(16)
((y , z) ∧ Rnд(x, y) ∧ Rnд(x, z)) ⇒ ⊥
CSub(x, y) ∧ CSub(y, z) ⇒ CSub(x, z)
(18)
CSub(x, y) ∧ CSub(y, x ) ⇒ ⊥
(19)
P Sub(x, y) ∧ P Sub(y, z) ⇒ P Sub(x, z)
P sub(x, y) ∧ Dom(x, z) ∧ Dom(y, w ) ∧ (z , w ) ⇒ CSub(z, w )
(21)
P Sub(x, y) ∧ P Sub(y, x ) ⇒ ⊥
P sub(x, y) ∧ Rnд(x, z) ∧ Rnд(y, w ) ∧ (z , w ) ⇒ CSub(z, w )
(23)
• Instance Constraints:
Dom(z, w ) ⇒ (P I (x, y, z) ⇒ C I (x, w ))
(24)
Rnд(z, w ) ⇒ (P I (x, y, z) ⇒ C I (x, w ))
CSub(y, z) ⇒ (C I (x, y) ⇒ C I (x, z))
(26)
P Sub(z, w ) ⇒ (P I (x, y, z) ⇒ P I (x, y, w ))

(3)
(6)
(9)
(12)
(14)
(17)
(20)
(22)

(25)
(27)

Figure 2: Simplified and compacted form of RDF/S constraints
D

satisfy constraints

⇕
G

evolution constrained by

C
↾⇂
R

Figure 3: Rewriting rules R and constraints C .
Figure 4: SPO rule: insertion of a class instance

U corresponding to rule r ∈ R; if G’ is the result of applying r on
G then our goal is to have (D ′, C ) for D ′ /G ′ .

4

G

m̃

GRAPH REWRITING FOR CONSISTENCY
MAINTENANCE

In our proposal, rewriting rules formalize both graph transformations and the context in which they may be applied. These rules
may be fully specified graphically, enabling an easy-to-understand
yet formal graphical view of the graph transformation. To prevent
the introduction of inconsistencies during updates, we 1) formally
specify rules of R formalizing atomic G evolution and 2) prove that
every rule in R ensures the preservation of every constraints in C .
In our approach each type of atomic update corresponds to one
of the 18 rules in R. The kernel of R’s construction lies on the detection of constraints in C impacted by an update: an insertion F
(respectively, a deletion ¬F ) impacts constraints having the predicate of F in their left-hand side (respectively, in their right-hand
side). Consider for instance constraint (11): if CI (A, B) is in D, then
D should also contain a class B and an individual A. Hence, the
graph rewriting rule formalizing the insertion of CI (A, B) is designed so that it is applicable only in a database respecting these
conditions.
Clearly, in this paper, it is not possible to present each rule. All
rules and proofs are available in [6]. The following presents the
background on graph rewriting illustrated by a single rule of R. We
adopt the Single Push Out (SPO) formalism [23] to specify rewriting
rule as well as several of its extensions to specify additional application conditions and restrict rule applicability: Negative Application
Conditions (NACs) [13], Positive Application Conditions (PACs), and
General Application Conditions (GACs) [27].
Example 4.1. Consider the graph database of Fig. 1 and assume
node Allergy exists in G but is only connected to node rdf:ressource
and not to nodes such as Effect. In this context, consider the insertion of CI (Allerдy, E f f ect), i.e., we want to update G by inserting
Allergy as an instance of class Effect. As the update is the insertion
of a class instance, the rule to be considered is rC I (Fig. 4). □

G’

R

L
m

Figure 5: Push-Out, application of SPO rules
The SPO approach is an algebraic approach based on category
theory. A rule is defined by two graphs – the Left and Right Hand
Side of the rule, denoted by L and R – and a partial morphism m
from L to R (i.e., an edge-preserving morphism m from an induced
subgraph of L to R ). 2
Fig. 4 formalizes the SPO core of rC I rule: L has one class-typed
node with an attribute URI whose value is B and one individualtyped node with URI A, while R has the same two nodes and an
edge from Ind(A) to CL(B). By convention, an attribute value within
quotation mark (e.g. “NegEffect") is a fixed constant, while a value
noted without quotation mark (e.g. A) is a variable whose value
may be given as an input or assigned according to the context. The
partial morphism from L to R is specified in the figure by tagging
graph elements - nodes or edges - in its domain and range with a
numerical value. An element with value i in L is part of the domain
of m and its image by m is the graph element in R with the same
value i. For instance, in Fig. 4, the notation 1: for the individuals on
L and R indicates that they are mapped through m.
A graph rewriting rule r = (L, R, m) is applicable to a graph G iff
there exists a total morphism m̃ from L to G. The two morphisms
m : L → R and m̃ : L → G are shown in black in the diagram of
Fig. 5. The object of its push-out, G ′ , depicted in red, is the result
of the application of r to G with regard to m̃.
Informally, the application of r to G with regard to m̃ consists
in modifying G by (1) removing the image by m̃ of all elements of
L that are not in the domain of m (i.e., removing m̃(L\Dom(m)));
(2) removing all dangling edges (i.e., deleting all edges that were
2 To

avoid multiplying notation, we use notation L and R for every rule, even those in
the logical formalism, sometimes with an index indicating the rule name.
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The rule (L, R, m) with GAC ∃(a, c) is applicable to a graph G with
regard to a morphism m̃ if there is an injective graph morphism
m̄ : G → C such that m̄ ◦ a = m̃ and m̄ satisfies c.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: NAC and GAC for the SPO rule in Fig 4.
incident to a node that has been suppressed in step (1)); (3) adding
an isomorphic copy of all elements of R that are not in the domain
of m.
Example 4.2. In Fig. 4, the rule is applicable to any graph containing a class node with a URI B and an individual node with an URI
A. Its application consists in adding a class instance edge from the
individual to the class. Assuming that A and B are given as input,
this rule is thus a first way of formalizing the addition of a class
instance relation. It is therefore the basis for including Allergy as
an instance of Effects. However, this a naive rule: for instance, the
node could already exist as an instance for the same class, creating
a duplicate. To avoid this kind of situations, the rule applicability
must be further restricted. □
NACs and PACs are well-studied extensions that restrict rule application by, respectively, forbidding or requiring certain patterns
in the graph. A NAC or a PAC for a rule r is defined as a constraint
graph which is a super-graph of Lr . An SPO rule r = (L, R, m)
with NACs and PACs is applicable to a graph iff: (i) there exists a
total morphism m̃ : L → G (this is the classical SPO application
condition); (ii) for all PACs P (resp. NACs N ) associated with r ,
there exists a total morphism (resp. there exists no total morphism)
m̄ : P → G whose restriction to L is m̃. By convention, since NACs
and PACs are super-graphs of L unnecessary parts of L are not
depicted when illustrating a NAC or a PAC. Graph elements that
are common to L and the depicted part of the NAC are identified by
a numerical value similarly to elements mapped by the morphism
between L and R .
Example 4.3. Fig. 6a specifies a NAC for the rule in Fig. 4. It
forbids the application of the rule if CI (A, B) already exists in the
database but, it does not guarantee the satisfaction of propagation
of class instances to super-classes. □
GACs. The more classical application conditions, be it NACs or
PACs, are defined as a constraint graph C and an injective partial
morphism (in that case, the identity function) from C to L. From this
observation, nested application conditions [11, 14] are introduced
allowing the definition of conditions on the constraint graphs. A
condition over a graph G is of the form true or ∃(a, c) where a :
G → C is a graph morphism from G to a condition graph C, and c is
a condition over C. Now, a PAC P over a rule (L, R, m) can be seen
as a condition (a, true), with a being the identity morphism from
L to P while a NAC N can be seen as a condition ¬(a, true) with
a similar definition of a. GACs [27] are a combination of nested
application condition allowing the definition of complex application
conditions for SPO rules. A GAC of a rule (L, R, m) is a condition
over L that may be quantified by ∀ and combined using ∧ and ∨.

Example 4.4. Fig. 6b specifies a GAC of form ∀(a, c) for rC I . The
morphism a from L to GacTransCI is depicted on the right part of
Fig. 6b. GacTransCI contains L plus a subclass edge from the class
node of L to a new class node n. The condition c is ∃(b, true), with
b the morphism from GacTransCI to NestCond (left part of Fig. 6b):
NestCond is itself a super-graph of GacTransCI and comports one
more CI edge from the individual node to n. Due to this GAC, the
rule is applicable to a graph G with regard to a morphism m̃ only if
for all morphism m̄ from GacTransCI to G whose restriction to L is
m̃, there also exists at least a morphism from N estCond to G which
restriction to GacTransCI is m̄. In other word, this GAC ensures that
if the rule is applicable, then ∀C, CL(C) ∧ CSub(B, C) ⇒ CI (A, C).
Indeed, if there is a mapping from L to the database graph, the rule
is applicable only if, for each matching of GacTransCI (i.e., for all
class C that is a super-class of B) there is a matching of N estCond
(i.e., there must be an edge of type CI from Ind(A) to CL(C)). □
To prove that rule rC I , defined by the SPO core of Fig. 4 and
application conditions of Fig. 6, preserves consistency, we consider
the impacted constraints in C , namely: 11 and 26 in Fig 2 (having
atoms with CI on their L). The SPO part of rC I ensures that the
insertion of a class instance is performed only when the individual
and its type already exist in the database (constraint 11). According
to rC I ’s GAC, rC I is applicable only if A is an instance of all superclasses of C (ensuring constraint 26). The correctness of all other
rewriting rules is proved in a similar way (available in [6]). Based
on that work we can also prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5 (Correctness of rewriting rules). Let U be a
consistent update, F the fact being inserted (resp. deleted) and r ∈ R
the corresponding rewriting rule. Let G/D be a consistent database,
G’ be the result of the application of r on G (we write G ′ = r (G)),
and D ′ the database defined by G’/D’. Then (1) G ′ is consistent, i.e.,
(D’,C ) and (2) F ∈ D ′ (resp. F < D ′ ).
□

5

SIDE-EFFECTS AND CONSISTENT
DATABASE EVOLUTION

Traditionally, whenever a database is updated, if constraint violations are detected, either the update is refused or compensation
actions, which we call side-effects, must be executed in order to
guarantee their satisfaction. In our approach, each update U is formalized by a rewriting rule rU ∈ R. If applicability conditions of
rU are not respected, our algorithm generates new updates capable
of changing G into a new graph Gn on which rU can be applied to
produce G ′ . These new updates are called side-effects of U .
Example 5.1. Let D/G be the database as the one in Fig. 1, but
without NegEffect and its incident edges. In this context, consider
that U is the insertion of class instance CI (Allerдy,
N eдE f f ect) and rC I ∈ R the corresponding rule (Fig. 4). The rule
cannot be applied on G since it requires the existence of both the
class and the individual which we want to “link together”. Thus,
two side-effects are generated: (U 1 ) the insertion of an individual
Allergy and (U 2 ) the insertion of class NegEffect. The corresponding
rules are triggered, adding the individual and class and connecting
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Update Type
CI(Xi,XC)
CL(A)

¬ Pr(P)

Conditions
Indiv (Xi); CL (XC) ∨ (XC = Ressource);
∀ YC CSub (XC, YC) then CI(Xi, YC)
¬Pr(A); ¬Indiv(A);
CSub(A, Resource); Uri(A)
∀ Xsp PSub(Xsp, P) then ¬ PSub(Xsp, P)
∀ XP PSub(P, XP) then ¬ PSub(P, XP)
∀ XD Dom (P, XD) then ¬ Dom (P, XD)
∀ XR Rng (P, XR) then ¬ Rng (P, XR)
∀ Xi, Yi PI (Xi, Yi, P) then ¬ PI (Xi, Yi, P)

Figure 7: Extract of UpdCond table.

them to class rdfs:Resource. Rule rC I is then applied, giving the
graph of Fig. 1, except for a missing subclass edge between Effect
and NegEffect and a missing CI edge from Allergy to Effect.
□
Roughly, SetUp is an algorithm allowing the interaction between
a graph rewriter and a side-effect generator. The latter, producing
new updates to be treated by the former, can follow different politics
in ordering and in authorizing the treatment of these new updates.
In our approach, different levels of users are considered: those
authorized to trigger side-effects or provoke schema changes and
those for whom only instance updates respecting R are allowed.
Algorithm 1 summarizes our approach for authorized users.
Given a database D/G and an update U , Algorithm 1 transforms
G following rules in R. Denote by rU ∈ R the rewriting rule associated to U . When rU cannot be applied on G, SetUp computes,
recursively, all updates necessary to change G so that rU is applicable. Here, it is worth noting the design flexibility imposed by the
update scenario: either imposed by the intrinsic non-determinism
of consistency maintenance or by side-effect ordering.
Indeed, on line 1 of Algorithm 1, each condition c, necessary for
applying rU on G, is added to PreConditions. Function FindPredCond2ApplyUpd works on table UpdCond [6] indexed by the update
type. Fig. 7 shows an extract of UpdCond (e.g., from the first row,
we know that the insertion of CI (A, B), depends on the existence
of A as an individual, B as an class and the respect of hierarchical
constraints). Roughly, to design UpdCond for an insertion P, we
consider all constraints c ∈ C (Fig. 2) having atoms with the predicate of P in Lc (its body) and we build updates corresponding to the
atoms in Rc (its head). Deletions are treated in a reciprocal way: we
look from the predicate of P on the heads of constraints and define
the new updates based on the atoms in their bodies. Unfortunately,
a deletion may engender non-deterministic side-effects. Consider
for instance the deletion of a class instance CI (A, B). Constraint 26
in C (Fig. 2) indicates two possible side-effects in this case: deleting
A as a class instance of all super-classes of B or breaking the class
hierarchy. In this paper, we deal with non-determinism in an arbitrary way: when a choice is needed, the priority is given to updates
on the instance, leaving the schema unchanged. Thus, in the above
example, side-effect updates are: ¬CI (A, yc ), for each yc which is a
super-class of B. When non-determinism is over two side-effects
implying changes on the schema, the priority is to break the highest
hierarchical link.
Then, on line 2 of Algorithm 1, each condition c is considered.
The order in which each c is treated impacts the order in which
new updates are applied to the database and gives rise to different
approaches. PreConditions can be seen as a set (updates treated on
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any order) or as a list ordered according to a particular method. Our
prototype uses an arbitrarily pre-defined order. Arbitrary choices
are seldom the best solution: we are currently working on a cost
function to guide our choices both for update ordering and nondeterministic choices.
Algorithm 1: SetUp (G, R, U )
Input: Graph database G, set of rewriting rules R, update U
Output: New graph database G
1: PreConditons := FindPredCond2ApplyUpd (G, R, U )
2: for all condition c in PreConditons do
3:
if c is not satisfied in G then
4:
U ′ :=Planner2FitGraphInCond (G, c)
5:
for all update u ′ in U ′ do
6:
G := SetUp (G, R, u ′ )
7: G := GraphRewriter (G, R, U )
8: return G

Once a condition c is chosen, Planner2FitGraphInCond (line 4)
generates a new update set U ′ (i.e., side-effects for U ). Recursive
calls (line 6) ensure that each side-effect u ′ ∈ U ′ is treated in the
same way. When conditions for a rewriting rule ru ′ hold, function
GraphRewriter applies ru ′ and the graph evolves. Eventually, if U
is not intrinsically inconsistent, we obtain a new graph on which
rU is applicable. Indeed, some updates U related to a fact F may be
intrinsically inconsistent as illustrated in the following example.
Example
5.2. Trying
to
perform
SetUp
(G, R,
CI (Sweetener , Sweetener )), an inconsistent update, Algorithm 1,
line 1, produces two pre-conditions c1 : Ind(Sweetener ) and c2 :
CL(Sweetener ).
- c1 is not satisfied in G, line 4 produces side-effect
Ind(Sweetener ), which is inserted in the graph by line 6 with no
more side-effect.
- c2 is not satisfied in G line 4 produces side-effect
CL(Sweetener ), line 6 deletes Ind(Sweetener ) before applying the
rule rC L and insert CL(Sweetener )in G.
Conditions c 1 and c 2 having been handled, rC I is invoked but it cannot be applied: there is no individual node Sweetener; the algorithm
stops.
□
The current version of SetUp is simple and avoids loops in the
treatment of intrinsically inconsistent updates. It performs updates
according to a pre-established order without any backtracking.
Therefore, once a rule is activated for side-effect e 1 of update u 1 it
will not be activated again for the same update u 1 . The resulting
graph, in this case, does not change, but stays consistent.
Lemma 5.3 (SetUp Correction). Let G be a consistent graph and
R our set of graph rewriting rules. Let U be a consistent update, F the
fact being inserted or deleted. Let D ′ /G ′ be the database such that
G ′ = SetUp(G, R, U ). Then, (1) SetUp terminates and (2) if U is an
insertion F ∈ D ′ , otherwise, if U is a deletion F < D ′ . □
Proof. (sketch, full proof available in [6]) For each type of update we prove that we have a finite number of side-effects and thus
recursive calls terminate.
□
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6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

SetUp is implemented in Java and relies on AGG (The Attributed
Graph Grammar System) [35], one of the most mature and cited
development environment supporting the definition and application
of typed graph rewriting systems [29]. Its current version –available
online [5]– provides a textual interface and offers different updating
modes, according to the user level. This section experimentally
investigates SetUp in various update scenarios, evaluating their
execution time and the number of generated side-effects.

Figure 8: Experimental graph with I = 1 and S = 2
Datasets. The impact of the schema complexity (particularly, the
complexity of the hierarchy set up in a schema) on the performance
of our method is non-negligible. Thus, although there are many
open RDF datasets available, our experiments are conducted on
synthesised RDF/S graphs, allowing us to analyse results according
to changes on the schema hierarchy. A simplified example is provided in Fig. 8 with the aforementioned graphical representation for
typed edges and nodes. Experimental graphs are composed of: (A)
Schema: (i) a minimal schema with no hierarchy (a property with
two dom/rng classes and a class, illustrated in red and black in the
upper right part of Fig. 8) plus (ii) a simple hierarchy of S classes and
properties (illustrated in the bottom part of the figure). (B) Instances
of all these classes and properties (in blue and yellow in the figure).
Concepts outside or at the bottom of the hierarchy have I instances,
the next has 2 ∗ I instances, etc (so that the top of the hierarchy has
S*I instances). The values of (I, S) used in experiments are (1, 1),
(1, 5), (5, 1), and (5, 5) which correspond to graphs with (|V |, |E|)
equal to (16, 24), (44, 152), (40, 80), and (116, 480), respectively.
Experimental scenarios. Experiments consist in facts insertions
and deletions as summarized in Table 1. They are categorized according to the update type and the database configurations, since
the impact of an update is intrinsically related to these two factors.
Every case having a check-mark indicates a scenario taken into
account in our experiments, for the referenced update. As an example, consider the insertion of an instance of class C. If C is not yet
in the base but a property P with the same URI is, then P (and all
its instances) are deleted to allow C’s insertion. Different scenarios
are defined according to the position of P in the hierarchy (lines
with ∃P=C and ∃P=CinH ).
Experimental results. Figs. 9 and 10 show the results of our experiments for deletions and insertions, respectively. The time is
measured with JMH [32] on 3 forks of 10 warmups and 50 measure
iterations with a mean of 150 op./iteration.
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Side-effects tackled by the GraphRewriter are not taken into account: for instance, the deletion of a class at the top of the hierarchy
is reported with 0 side-effect since deletion of relevant CI and CSub
are handled by the GraphRewriter through the removal of dangling
edges. On the contrary, those generated by SetUp are counted even
if they do not need to be applied due to the database configuration.
For instance the insertion CL(A) has two side-effects (¬Pr (A) and
¬Ind(A)) that are included even if the original database does contain neither such a property nor such an individual. The number
of generated side-effects varies according to the update type and
the scenario. For instance, CL(A) always generates the 2 aforementioned side-effects. As CSub and CI relationships are suppressed by
the GraphRewriter, update ¬CL(C) generates 0 side-effects in scenarios ¬∃C, ∃C, and ∃CinH . However, in the scenario ¬Dom/Rnд
top, 2, 46, 6, and 226 are generated with (I, S) = (1, 1), (1, 5), (5, 1),
and (5, 5), respectively. The first generated side-effect is ¬Pr (P)
with P the property whose domain or range is suppressed. It itself generates S ∗ I ¬PI (one per instance of P) that need to be
enforced beforehand. In turn, each ¬PI triggers the suppression
of instances of P ′s sub-properties with the same owner and value.
Hence, the number of generated side-effects increases linearly with
S and quadratically with I .
Execution time grows with the size of the knowledge graph, as
it impacts the pattern matching and the verification of rule applicability phases. The scale of this impact varies depending on the
complexity of the applied graph rewriting rules. CL(A), for example,
triggers the same number of side-effects by both SetUp and the
GraphRewriter (which is CSub(A, “rd f s : Resource”)) regardless of
I and S. The applicability conditions of the corresponding rule are
quite simple (two NACs) and the impact is thus marginal: it takes
31, 5s and 34, 4s with S = 1, I = 1 and S = 5, I = 5, respectively. This
corresponds to a 9% execution time increase for a graph containing
roughly 7 times more vertices and 20 times more edges. On the
contrary, consider ¬CI (top) whose rule contains complex GACs.
Side-effects depends solely on S and, with S = 5 and 10 side-effects,
the execution time goes up by 79% from I = 1 (368, 5s) to I = 5
(660, 5s). By roughly tripling the size of the graph, each update ¬CI
takes almost 72% more time to be executed.
The second factor impacting time is the number of generated
side-effects, as they triggers calls to the pattern matching and graph
rewriting algorithms. For instance, configuration (I, S) = (1, 5) is
bigger than (5, 1) as it as almost as many nodes but twice as many
edges. Yet, ¬Dom/Rnд (top) is almost three times longer on the second configuration (190, 5s and 538s, respectively). This is due to the
number of side-effects going from 6 to 46. Notably, side-effects handled by the GraphRewriter mildly impact execution time. ¬Cl, for
example, has almost the same execution time with configurations
∃C and ∃CinH (10, 0 and 10, 3s respectively with I = S = 5), even
tough the latter implies the suppression of S CSub relationships.

7

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

SetUp is a theoretical and applied framework for ensuring consistent evolution of RDF graphs. Its originality lies in the use of
a typed graph rewriting system ; each atomic update is formalized using a graph rewriting rule whose application necessarily
preserves constraints. If an update cannot be applied, SetUp may
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Table 1: Experiment scenarios (C is a class, P a property and I an individual.)

down reverse
top reverse
¬∃C
∃C
∃CinH
∃Cas Dom
∃Ct opDom
∃I
¬∃I
∃P=C
∃P=CinH

(a) Time

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

PSub

✓

Prop

PI

✓

CSub

✓

✓

CL

✓

CI

✓

¬Dom

✓

✓

¬PSub

✓

¬Prop

✓

¬PI

✓

¬CSub

top

Explanation
Update at the bottom of the hierarchy
e.g. CI (N ausea, N eдE f f ect)
Update at the top of the hierarchy
e.g. ¬CL(E f f ect)
Update on top of the hierarchy’s bottom
e.g. CSub(N eдE f f ect, HealthThreat)
Update on top of hierarchy’s top
e.g. PSub(HasConsequence, AssociatedW ith)
C is absent from the database
C exists outside any hierarchy
C is at the bottom of the hierarchy
(is at the top for deletion)
C is the domain of some property
C is the domain of the property and
it is at the top of the hierarchy
the individual is already in the database
the individual is not in the database
there exists P with the URI of C
P is outside an hierarchy
there exists P with the URI of C
P is at the top of a hierarchy

¬CL

Notation
down

Update type
¬CI

Scenario

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

(b) Side-effects

Figure 9: Experimental results for fact suppression.
generate additional consistency preserving updates to ensure its
applicability.
The importance of SetUp is in its originality of using graph
rewriting techniques under the closed world assumption to set an
updating system. Even if it is unfit for on-the-fly automated updates, SetUp is satisfactory for interactive command line updates
and can also be used for offline modifications. Not only can SetUp

be used as a test-bed for updating approaches but also for further
database applications. In particular, we plan to use it on offline
RDF graph anonymization, where a snapshot of a RDF graph is
anonymized and openly published. In this context, a separate entity
triggers updates in SetUp to conform to a privacy model such as
k-anonymity or differential privacy. The advantage of SetUp to conduct such operations is threefold. First, even though the produced
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(a) Time
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(b) Side-effects

Figure 10: Experimental results for fact insertion.
graph is ultimately perturbed and not a “real" database, constraint
satisfaction and property preservation is paramount. Indeed, any
inconsistency may give indication to potential attackers and therefore jeopardyze privacy. We believe that graph rewriting rules are
appropriate to guarantee constraint and property preservation, as
seen in this paper. Secondly, since requested updates are required
to conform to the chosen anonymity model, it is important to eventually guarantee their applications. Hence, refusing an update is
not acceptable in this context, justifying they need of side-effect
management as handled by the proposed framework. Thirdly, even
if most works related to RDF updates adopt the open world assumption, the closed world assumption adopted by SetUp allows a
better understanding and management of the published knowledge,
which is crucial for anonymisation. Note that this is not inconsistent with the primary advantages of linked data; once published,
the database can be subject to inference rules or linked to other
knowledge-bases. Indeed, privacy models (e.g., approaches based
on differential privacy) do not necessarily make hypothesis on the
attackers’ auxiliary knowledge. Rather, they only focus on the released data and privacy guarantees stand regardless of existing and
accessible data related to the published data base.
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